à la Carton
cardboard wall system

bonbox

Space & Time
One exhibition is like another.
Most of the time, we see similar, simple structured exhibition
spaces, which are varying only in sizes, small to large and then
small again. The cost of a uniquely designed exhibition counters
and other installations could rise to the sky. Whit its patented wall
system, BonBox offers not only the space but the framework, the
wall system itself as well for its users. With this revolutionary
modular wall panels users not only can put a fence around the
exhibition space, but also add a more unique and sophisticated
look to the whole structure. There are no more barriers: this establishment can be assembled in any form or shape height – and
– broad wise alike. The decorations and graphics are genuinely
integrated into the structure. And, more importantly, it can be assembled quickly and without any specific expertise. All in all, our
“A la carton” project unites time and space for those who wishes
to stand above the average.

The Standard booth is the simplest structure.
It is a universal solution for smaller trade shows.
It is 2.5 m height and 3 meters in length and requires
minimum site preparation. The width of the rear panel
can be easily expanded.
Ideal for 2x3 m are size stands.

Standard

By increasing size of the wall, we gain even more space
for the design, graphics. The approximately 5x4 meters
stands can be complemented with our “Classic” solution by adding side walls and/or built-in benches as well.
We can spice up the space with an optional quirks and
salient angles alike.
The rear panel is 3 meters high.

Classic

Aiming for more? The DeLuxe combination is a self
contained-world in itself: dividable into smaller units,
have optional quirks and salient angles, and also a separate meeting room. If you wish to emphasize the “Green
concept” in our installations, made of recycled paper,
you can definitely complete the picture with our artistic
corrugated furniture.

De Lux

The sky’s the limit. From now on, only your imagination and
the ceiling can set the limit. The increased height of the wall,
which can be up to 6 meters, increases the potentials and offers new opportunities for the future. After all, you can expand
the structure upwards freely and without additional charges, still the overall effect is multiplied. Many complementary
solutions can be applied that gives a more enjoyable and colorful picture to the stand: built-in shelves, miniature boxes,
or even a lighting device – thanks to the cold light of LED
technology. Try us out and see if your imagination or our resourceful inventiveness is what brings you a higher success!
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